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PROGRAMME
9:00am -9:35am

Welcome and Registration

9:35am -10:20am

Paul Kohler, Senior Lecturer in Law, School of Oriental
and African Studies (SOAS)
Critique of the Tragedy of the Commons theory

10:20am - 11:05am

Kate Harrison, Solicitor, Harrison Grant Solictors
Preventing tragedy: learning lessons from past mistakes

11:05am - 11:30am

TEA and COFFEE BREAK

11:30am – 12:15pm

Simon Counsell, Director, Rainforest Foundation UK
The Tragedy of Common Misconceptions: Deforestation,
climate and rights

12:15pm - 1:00pm

Dan Glass, Key Organizer, So We Stand; A defendant on
the Climate9 trial
Protection of biodiversity through the prism of activism

1:00pm -1:45pm

LUNCH

1:45pm - 2:30pm

Alan Andrews, Solicitor, ClientEarth
Legal responses to air issues

SPEAKER PANEL: Access to Justice
2:30pm – 3:15pm

Gita Parihar, Head of Legal, Friends of the Earth

WORKSHOP SEGMENT
3:20pm - 4:10pm

Workshop 1: England’s  wetlands  under  threat  – a
tragedy of the commons or regulation?
Rob Cunningham, Head of Water Policy at the Royal
Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB)
Trevor Bishop, Head of Water Resources, UK
Environment Agency

3:20pm - 4:10pm

Workshop 2: Community survelliance and the fight
against illegal, unreported and unregulated (IUU) fishing
in Sierra Leone
Andy Hickman, Oceans Campaigner, Environmental
Justice Foundation (EJF)

4:10pm - 5:00pm

Workshop 3: Desertification and its consequences on
agriculture
Julien Lamontagne-Godwin, Project Scientist,
Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux International (CABI)

4:10pm - 5:00pm

Workshop 4: Seed and Land – commons, community and
empowerment
Teresa Anderson, International Advocacy Officer, Gaia
Foundation
Abudulai Sulemana, Head of Strategic Partnerships, Gaia
Foundation

5:00pm -5:30pm

TEA and COFFEE BREAK

PANEL DISCUSSION: The Sell-Off of Ancient Forests – A Threat to the UK
Commons?
5:30pm-6:30pm

Chair: Tom Levitt, News Editor, The Ecologist
Panelists: Niall Watson, Programmes Legal Advisor,
WWF UK; Paul Kohler, Senior Lecturer in Law, SOAS
Barrie Clarke, Director, Undercurrent Communications

6:30pm -7:30pm

DRINKS RECEPTION

STALLS
The following NGOs and Interest Groups will be present at the 2011 Conference.

BIOGRAPHY OF SPEAKERS
Paul Kohler
Paul Kohler is Senior Lecturer at SOAS, previously an academic at Sheffield, UCL and
New College, Oxford University. He has written widely on common property and is coauthor of the Law in Context tome 'Property Law' which is the only English Property
Law textbook which offers students more than just a private law view of property.
Teresa Anderson
Teresa Anderson joined the Gaia Foundation in 2001, as Information and Advocacy
Officer for the African Biodiversity Network (ABN), a network of African NGOs
working on issues of biodiversity, agriculture, traditional knowledge, culture and
indigenous rights.
Teresa’s  work  involves  supporting  African  organisations  to  develop  national,  regional
and international projects and campaigns on GMOs, IPRs, sustainable agriculture and
food sovereignty issues. In recent years, agrofuels (biofuels) and their impact on African
biodiversity, agriculture and land rights, have become an increasing concern to the ABN.
Teresa  also  helped  to  pioneer  the  very  first  “Transition  Town”  in  Totnes,  Devon,  and
is joint co-ordinator of the food group, working with the community to build resilience in
local food production, and reduce dependency on oil. Over the years, she has studied
organic husbandry, worked on organic farms in Canada and South Africa, and has settled
down in Devon.
She has always had an interest in food and agriculture as an entry point to
environmental, economic, political, health and community issues.
Alan Andrews
Alan joined ClientEarth in 2009 after five years as a with the international law firm CMS
Cameron  McKenna.  Alan’s  work  focuses  on  air  quality  issues,  and  particularly  on  
promoting better compliance with European air quality standards in London.
He is qualified as a solicitor in England and Wales and holds a degree in law from the
University  of  Manchester  and  a  master’s  degree  in  Environmental  Law  from  the  School  
of Oriental and African Studies.
Alan worked on the organizing committee for the 2009 Piel Conference.
Trevor Bishop
As Head of Water Resources for the Environment Agency, Trevor's responsibilities
include all aspects of the management and operation of water resources across England
and Wales. Specific responsibilities include Access and Allocation of Water Resources
across sectors, Strategic Water Resource Planning, Securing Sustainable Catchment
Abstractions, Climate Change Adaptation/Mitigation, Water Competition,
Water Demand Management and Monitoring. Trevor has recently been responsible for
the  delivery  of  the  Environment  Agency’s  Water  Resource  Strategy,  looking  out  to  the  
2050’s.
Prior to his current role Trevor worked for over 10 years in the Water Industry with a
wide range of both strategic and operational roles in a number of water companies.
Trevor’s  final  role  before  joining  the  Environment  Agency  was  Head  of  Regulation  and  
Asset Performance at Mid Kent Water. Before joining the Water Industry Trevor worked
as a consultant and a geologist in the oil industry.

Rob Cunningham
Rob is head of the RSPBs water policy team and chairs the Wildlife and Countryside
Link water group. He has a background in hydrogeology and has worked for the water
industry, Environment Agency before moving to the NGO sector where he has
specialised in Water Framework Directive, flood risk management and water resource
trading.
Simon Counsell
Simon Counsell is the Executive Director of the Rainforest Foundation UK which
supports  indigenous  and  traditional  peoples  of  the  world’s  rainforests  in  their efforts to
protect their environment and fulfil their rights. He has been on the front line of
campaigns  to  protect  the  world’s  forests  for  more  than  two  decades.  Before  joining  the  
Rainforest Foundation in 1996, he led the international forests campaign for Friends of
the Earth. He has a BSc in Environmental Science and an MSc in Forestry and Landuse
from the Oxford Forestry Institute.
Simon’s  work  has  taken  him  to  the  forests  of  Amazonia,  the  Congo  Basin  and  West  
Africa. He has authored and edited many publications on rainforests, and has often
appeared on television and radio, campaigning for the rights of rainforest peoples to
protect their lives and livelihoods. He has been the Chair of the Board of Friends of the
Earth England, Wales and Northern Ireland since 2005.

Dan Glass
Dan organises with 'So We Stand' bringing together anti-racism, anti-poverty and anticlimate change struggles together to take united action. Dan was a defendant in Scotlands
first jury led climate change trial the 'Climate9' and a defendant on the recent 'Ratcliffe
on Trial' which has exposed police infiltration in British protest movements. Dan, 27, was
recently named one of Attitude magazine's 66 new role models for his work on bridging
the LGBTQ and environmental justice movements. Dan revels in creating militant and
cheeky ways to be a thorn in the side for those destroying the planet. Dan duly sticks
himself to Prime Minsters in 10 Downing Street, occupies airports, dances with old ladies
blighted by flightpaths, reclaims space for those with little access to biodiversity and
green space and helps facilitate online environmental justice blogs in collaboration with
the brilliant direct action network Plane Stupid.
Dan spent the past five years doing inner-city community and youth organising in
Glasgow, Manchester and London. During this time he has worked with communities of
colour disproportionately affected by polluting industries, working class industrial
workers taking over the workplace transform into green industries, Bangladeshi, African,
Caribbean, Jewish, Parsi and Roma-Gypsi communities on multi-racial organising for
environmental justice and white progressives on the issues of uncovering and addressing
white supremacy. A trained facilitator and community organiser in facilitation and
transformative learning Dan speaks regularly on direct action, environmental and climate
justice, climate racism, environmental law and climate change, queer ecology, necessary
support systems to empower disenfranchised communities and how to organise for
action.

Andy Hickman
Andy Hickman is an oceans campaigner at the Environmental Justice Foundation (EJF)
and coordinates a project working with local conservation organisations to develop
Marine Protected Areas (MPA) in West Africa. Prior to joining EJF, he worked as a
secondary school teacher on the Teach First program, a charity working in the UK to
address  educational  disadvantage.  Andy  studied  social  sciences  at  King’s  College  
London, has a postgraduate law degree, and has worked as a freelance journalist focusing
on environmental issues including ship breaking, fisheries and water mismanagement.
Kate Harrison
Kate Harrison is principal of Harrison Grant (www.hglaw.co.uk) She has wide
professional experience as a solicitor and has been working in environmental law for 10
years.
She  acted  for  Greenpeace  in  its  successful  challenge  to  the  Blair  Government’s  decision  
to support new nuclear power (2007), and for the eleven local authorities, environmental
and resident groups who challenged government policy support for a 3rd runway and 6th
terminal at Heathrow (Hillingdon and others v Secretary of State for Transport, 2010).
She is acting for five environmental organizations in a reference to Europe on the
legality of extending EU emissions trading to aviation (Air Transport Association of
America -v- Secretary of State for Energy and Climate Change) and for Greenpeace in a
judicial review of licensing for the exploitation of North Sea oil reserves in deep water.
Julien Lamontagne-Godwin
Julien Lamontagne-Godwin has a Natural Sceinces Degree from Bath University, a
Masters Degree from Imperial College London and has worked for the Socity for
environmental exploration and is currently working at CABI (Centre for Agricultural
Bioscience International – known as CABI).
He has worked on the following projects:
Invasive species: developing a commercial system for the reduction of azolla filiculoides
in the UK.
Commodities: involved in the inter-continental quarantine and seed health testing of Oil
Palm germplasm.
Knowledge Management: Produced reviews on the development and execution of
Sustainable Land Management projects by the World Bank and African Development
Bank Sub Saharan Africa regions, commissioned by the United Nations Convention on
Combating Desertification (UNCCD).
Knowledge for Development: Involved in the PlantWise initiative, designed to integrate
worldwide plant pest and disease knowledge into an accessible and easy to use data
knowledge bank. I work more particularly in developing community based plant health
systems in developing countries (India, Congo, Uganda, Indonesia), that function as an
information dissemination and assimilation network, designed to give agricultural
workers a better idea of the problems, and farmers access to science and
recommendations for their problems.

Tom Levitt
Tom Levitt is the news editor at the Ecologist, the founding voice of environmental
debate since 1970. He has previously worked as editor of MSN Environment, political
reporter at the Farmers Guardian and at a number of local newspapers and magazines.

Abudulai Sulemana
Abudulai Sluemana is the son of a chief from northern Ghana and was brought up in the
African tradition. He later left his homeland to study in the UK. He was a member of the
International Grants Team at Comic Relief since 2000 and has been involved in grant
making across Africa, Asia and Latin America. He has a Masters degree in Rural and
Regional Resources Planning from the University of Aberdeen and a PhD in Land
Economy from the University of Cambridge. He is also a Research Associate at the
Centre for African Studies at the University of Cambridge and is on the board of trustees
of various NGOs in the UK and Africa.

Niall Watson
Niall Watson advises on a range of environmental and sustainable development issues
and has legal policy and campaigning experience at international, EU and UK levels. He
has worked on, amongst other things: the climate and biodiversity conventions; energy
and aviation issues; export credits; toxic chemicals; illegal logging; wildlife trade; marine
and freshwater issues; company reporting and corporate accountability. He is a former
chair of the Corporate Responsibility Coalition, current chair of the climate change Legal
Response Initiative, a member of the Coalition for Access to Justice on the Environment,
and a Wild Lawyer.
In his earlier life he qualified as a solicitor in New Zealand and worked as an energy and
natural resources lawyer before joining the New Zealand Ministry for the Environment.
He then spent several years working in the environmental law team of a large UK firm
before leaving private practice to spend time travelling and working in Africa. He joined
WWF in 1996, initially as a lobbyist.
Gita Parihar
Gita Parihar is Head of Legal at Friends of the Earth. She trained with a charity specialist
firm, before moving into the human rights and environmental world. Before joining
Friends of the Earth she worked for development NGO Action Aid, a Holocaust claims
tribunal and for Public Interest Lawyers on human rights and environmental cases such
as Al-Jedda v Secretary State for Defence. During her time at Friends of the
Earth, Gita has worked on a wide range of issues including opposing an injunction by
BAA against climate camp, access to justice in environmental cases and advising Friends
of the Earth International during the international climate negotiations. She is currently
acting in a Court of Appeal case relating to the expansion of London City Airport.

ABSTRACTS
Simon Counsell
Title: The Tragedy of Common Misconceptions: Deforestation, climate and
rights
Abstract: Forests are often incorrectly perceived to be open-access resources, but
the reasons for their demise are frequently associated with extinction of existing
tenure and usage rights, particularly those of indigenous and local forest-dependent
communities.   The   misconception   of   tropical   forests   as   ‘terra   nullius’,   or   its  
treatment as property of the state, is leading to ill-conceived and potentially
catastrophic   approaches   being   taken   to   ‘reducing   carbon   emissions   from  
deforestation  and  forest  degradation’  (REDD).
Dan Glass
Title: Climate Crime: Who are the real criminals?
Abstract: Legal challenges, grassroots actions and Ideas for community self-defence
in the struggle for environmental justice. How can grassroots actions engage with
the law and support communities in the fight for environmental justice, rich
biodiversity and equality - meaning that everyone should have the right to live in a
clean and healthy environment? What tactics do we have in our toolkit? All over the
UK, from London to Nottingham to Manchester to Aberdeen, the courts are bulging.
Heaving with those able and willing to put their bodies on the line to halt businessas-usual from companies polluting the air, our lungs and the rich ecosystem which
surrounds us. The atmosphere has changed and people are beginning to understand
the war on the poor being perpetuated on life systems all over the world. People
from all walks of life are seeing the necessity in action to stop environmental
injustice at its source. To take the example of the Climate9 - supporting statements
generated throughout the trial showed the connections between many
environmental issues – from fuel poverty to wild law to public health to climate
change; Throughout the trial, in the ongoing resources and in the media, areas of
justice were intimately connected to build a wide picture of environmental justice in
the UK, such as police oppression, housing impacts of climate change, social,
ecological and intergenerational justice and fuel poverty to support people to get to
the root causes of the interconnected problems we face in 2011. As society
increasingly fails to halt disaster, taking action is no longer an exercise in fingerwaggling  and  moral  righteousness  that  this  is  simply  ‘the  right  thing  to  do’  but  none  
less than a matter of life and death. Thus, the logical response is to build a culture of
environmental and community self-defence in the face of such immediate threats.
Whether people care about clean air, biodiversity, increasing civil conflicts,
corporate monopoly, political accountability or humanity surviving with dignity into
the next century – all eyes are focused on creating a culture of communities
defending themselves through a range of creative actions and community ecological
governance where traditional systems of environmental governance are failing.

Alan Andrews
Title: Do we have a right to clean air? How empowering citizens to enforce air
pollution laws can avoid a tragedy of the commons.
Abstract: Air is a common resource – incapable of private ownership and a basic
requirement for a healthy environment. Pollution of the atmosphere, either at the
global,  regional  or  local  level,  can  be  viewed  as  a  classic  example  of  the  ‘tragedy  of  
the  commons’. EU law has aimed to tackle this problem by regulating emissions of
air pollution and setting ambient air quality standards. Yet these laws fail to
adequately protect human health and the environment from the harmful impacts of
air pollution. However, as a result of the Aarhus Convention, EU air pollution laws
have gone some way to giving citizens rights over the air they breathe. Citizens now
have rights to information about air pollution, rights to participate in decisions and
policies which affect air quality, and ultimately a right to legal challenge where laws
designed to protect the air are broken. This has the potential to greatly improve
levels of enforcement of air pollution laws in the EU. This talk will examine recent
developments in EU law to assess whether conferring procedural rights to clean air
on individuals can lead to sustainable use of this invaluable but endangered
resource.
Rob Cunningham
Title: England’s   wetlands   under   threat   – a tragedy of the commons or
regulation?
Abstract: Abstraction licensing was introduced for most users back in the 1960s a
move that should, in theory have ensured equitable distribution of water rights,
protecting users and the environment. So why are we in the situation where so
many of our rivers and aquifers over-abstracted or at risk of over-abstraction? Much
of the problem lies with the way resources were initially over-allocated by water
authorities. The massive headroom these Licences of Right included has allowed
abstraction to grow over the past 50 years without regulators being able to
intervene or those impacted able to claim for damages. There is a general consensus
that the situation is not sustainable, particularly in light of the pressure of climate
change and population growth. Action is now being taken to tackle the most
damaging abstractions albeit slowly. However successive Governments have failed
to introduce the fundamental reforms that would bring all licences into line with
environmental thresholds. The new coalition Government is rediscovering an
enthusiasm for water trading to play a role in allocating resources but this can only
work if licences are brought into line with environmental thresholds and the
political and financial costs of making that happen could be huge.

Andy Hickman
Title: Community surveillance and the fight against illegal, unreported and
unregulated (IUU) fishing in Sierra Leone
Abstract: Estimated to lose 29 million dollars each year to illegal, unreported and
unregulated fishing, Sierra Leone is facing a grave threat to its marine resources. In
this workshop, participants will explore the challenges facing developing coastal
states and devise creative and practical ways to address the scourge of pirate
fishing.
Teresa Anderson and Abudulai Sulemana
Title: Seed and Land - commons, community and empowerment
Abstract: Seed and land are the basis of most food and agriculture. Around the
world, many cultures, identities and governance systems are based on the need to
respect and manage these resources for the future of the planet and its
communities. However patents on life, corporate control of seeds, land grabbing,
and other so-called "development" trends threaten Nature as commons. This
workshop will explore some of these threats, as well as inspiring community
initiatives which are restoring and practising harmonious relationships with land
and life through Community Ecological Governance and Earth Jurisprudence. The
process of gaining community ownership or control of land involves working within
a legal framework which has not always been friendly to community rights. This
presents us with a new set of responsibilities and challenges.

Julien Lamontagne-Godwin
Title: Desertification and its consequences on agriculture
Abstract: The formation of deserts is a natural process that has been present on Earth
since its geological awakening. Desertification is however increasing at a substantial rate
and is beginning to represent a growing danger to global agricultural resources, straining
our   food   resources.   The   enlargement   of   “Deserted   Land”   symbolises   the   lack   of   social  
and political cohesion when dealing with transnational environmental problems: lack of
sustainability in the agricultural domain, reduced funding in agricultural research, poor
information dissemination and assimilation networks caused in part by poorly
decentralised governmental infrastructure and nonsensical local and national policies, and
a distinct lack of social cohesion in local initiatives. This discussion shall focus on the
underlying causes behind anthropomorphic desertification and briefly explain their
ecological and socio-economic effects. Finally this talk will examine various initiatives
intent on combating desertification, from ground level (including farmer cooperatives and
academic research) to the heights of multilateral conventions.
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Alessia Miranti- Catering Coordinator
Marcus Goffe- General Advisor

Chair’s Report
PIEL UK held its 5th annual conference on April 1, 2011. The day comprised an
exciting programme of plenary speeches, workshops, food and wine. PIEL UK, as you
may know, started out to mirror the PIEL Conferences at the University of Oregon in the
US. They’ve  been  going  since  1983  over  there  so  here  in  the  UK  we  are  still  in  our  
infancy but making bigger and bigger strides. Like the US conferences, we are
completely student led; made up mainly of postgraduate students from the University of
London and the University of Kent.
The  topic  of  this  year’s  conference  was:  Revisiting  the  Tragedy:  Common  goods  
in the 21st Century. We were inspired by Garrett Hardin, who wrote this piece on the
importance of natural resources conservation. Although old and outdated, we believe
that  he  started  a  movement  so  important  to  today’s  world  that  we  should  base  a  whole  
conference on his ideas. In order to build on our success of previous years, we also
decided to write an article on Forestry Management Regimes inspired by this Colossus
of the Commons world.
The paper we wrote is entitled “IS SUSTAINABLE MANAGEMENT OF COMMONS
POSSIBLE?  A  REVIEW  OF  FOREST  GOVERNANCE  REGIMES”
We  used  Hardin’s  Commons  theory  as  a  starting  point  for saying that common
resources are subject to massive degradation if they are not managed properly. We
then looked at the overarching international legal framework for forestry management
examining concepts such as REDD and the CDM/LULUCF. We then took a closer look
at what has been going on at the national level around the world through the lens of the
Market Mechanism in Uganda; State control in Indonesia; and the Public Trust in
Mexico.
We concluded that structural problems existed in every regime and that it is
difficult to determine which regime is best however a combination of regulatory tools
and ownership   regimes   is   essential,   with  “flexibility”   and   “cooperation”   being   keywords  
for regime functionality. We are pleased to announce that I presented this article on
behalf of the PIEL UK writing committee at the 2011 Scottish Young Legal Researchers
Colloquium on April 22.
We want to thank our sponsors- University College London, The Institute of
Advanced Legal Studies, Queen Mary University London, the University of Kent at
Canterbury, Friends of the Earth and Matrix Chambers for your continued support,
helping to make this event a success.
Allison Lindner, Chair, PIEL UK 2011

Session Slides

The Tragicomedy of the
Commons
Paul Kohler
SOAS

A  Play  in  5  Acts…


Act 1: Tragedy of the Commons




Act 2: Tragedy? What Tragedy?




What makes a Common a Common?

Act  4:  What’s  proper  about  Commons?




The failings in the thesis

Act  3:  What’s  common  to  Commons?




Brief  précis  of  Hardin’s  thesis

How Commons fit into Property?

Act 5: Tragicomedy of the Commons


Reinvigorating the concept to meet the
needs of the 21st Century

Tragedy of the Commons
1.1 The setting


The scene




The actors




10 farmers

The props




One field that can support 100 cows

10 cows per actor

The scene


Harmony

Tragedy of the Commons
1.2 The plot



One farmer adds an 11th cow to the
Common
Reasoning





He will get all the benefit
Whilst sharing the cost of over-grazing
with all the other farmers

In the language of the economist


Benefit is internalised




Cost is (mostly) externalised




He takes into account all the profit as it all
comes to him
He ignores most of the cost as most of it falls
on  others’  shoulders

Our selfish farmer is up on the deal!

Tragedy of the Commons
1.3 The denouement


Each farmer follows suit





The common is overgrazed
Tragedy ensues

Common property leads to overutilisation of the resource



Leading to its eventual exhaustion
Common property is inherently flawed

“A  first  principle  - an article of faith in
resource  economics”
A. Reisner

Tragedy? What Tragedy?
2.1 Criticisms of the thesis


Theory posits economically rational
herdsmen acting irrationally




It fails to prove what it sets out to
prove






Arguable they would foresee outcome

Not common property but the interface
with private property that causes the
problem
Example could equally be employed to
argue private ownership of cows
promotes selfish excess

Disproved by experience



Common property continues to exist
Think how you got here today!

Tragedy? What Tragedy?
2.2 The fundamental criticism


The common was unmanaged




Had it been managed




That’s  why  the  selfish  farmer  was  able  
to introduce the 11th cow
No farmer would be allowed to act
selfishly

A criticism Hardin acknowledged




The Tragedy of the Unmanaged
Common
But that concession is NOT enough

What’s  common  to  Commons
3.1 Management is implicit




The tautology of speaking of
managed commons
The difference between





open access and communal property
Res nullius (unowned property) and res
communes (communally owned
property)

Thus even in his concession Hardin
presents a caricature of the
commons

What’s  common  to  Commons
3.2 A controlled resource


Contrast





New forms of common property





Vermin and protected species
Moby Dick & his offspring
Air
Carbon credits

New forms of open access resource



Government guarantees to unregulated
banks
Google Books


Until U.S. Circuit Judge Denny Chin rejected
the opt out settlement on 22 March 2011

What’s  proper  about  Commons
4.1 Common property & property


Property as a means of allocating
scare resources




In a world of infinite resource
No need for property
Air used to be the example cited but not
anymore…


Total Recall




EC directives on air quality




Private property on Mars
Common Property on Earth

All forms of property seek to resolve
the same issue


Regulating access to the finite

What’s  proper  about  Commons
4.2 Private, Common & State


The 3 forms of property







Private - right to exclude
Common - right not to be excluded
State - right to exclude in which members
of community have indirect role

Fundamental to any society






Aristotle’s  point  (despite  his  oft  quoted  
preference for private property)
Be it Western society
Or remote tribes in the Amazon

Tragicomedy of the Commons
5.1 Why Hardin was still wrong



Subtext of both articles undermines the
notion of common property
Leads to the tyranny of private property
as the default solution







Land rights issues in Africa and Asia
The form of land tenure most often promoted
is uneconomic private small holdings that will
swiftly be bought up by the few
Rather than communal forms of tenure that
might offer an economic solution that
promotes greater justice

Adherents’  selective  use  of  evidence


Consider what Hardin included and left out

Tragicomedy of the Commons
5.2 Hardin’s  partial  view


Hardin quotes




William Forster Lloyd, a political economist
at Oxford University 1832, looking at the
recurring devastation of common (i.e., not
privately owned) pastures in England,
asked:
“Why  are  the  cattle  on  a  common  so  puny  
and stunted? Why is the common itself so
bare-worn, and cropped so differently from
the  adjoining  inclosures?”

But what about the dustbowls in his
own backyard and recent history?


The failings of private property?

Tragicomedy of the Commons
5.3 21st Century Commons


Not my role to idealise common
property





Often not the best solution

But property is in a constant state of
flux  and  there  are  bound  to  be…
New commons





Surface of the sea
Space
Regulated banking system (?)




Guarantees made dependent on controlling risk

Not to mention new forms of private
property…
English Universities perhaps!

The tragedy of common misconceptions:
deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights
Most areas of the world are losing forest

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Conservation and the language of emptiness
‘Virgin’ forest
‘Primary’ forest
‘High conservation
value’ forest
‘Pristine’ forest

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

1994

2005

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights
Who owns what?
• 96% of Brazilian Amazon inhabitants

have no legal land tenure
• No formal land tenure system in
Democratic Republic of Congo
• Overlapping and conflicting tenure laws
and rights in Indonesia

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights
‘Political intervention’ – the case of DRC
• 1998:- Laurent Kabila grants 33
million hectares of forest to COSLEGlinked company in exchange for
Zimbabwe military support in conflict
• 2002-06:- 15 million hectares
allocated illegally to loggers,
reportedly to fund Bemba campaign
• 2006: Joseph Kabila renews logging
deal with trade for Zim cotton for
election materials

Deforestation, climate and rights
‘Political intervention’
• Liberia: Charles Taylor funds
conflict through logging operations
• Gabon: Political elite hold many
logging concessions, don’t comply
with laws
• Uganda: forests de-gazetted and
handed to companies supporting
ruling party

Deforestation, climate and rights
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Deforestation, climate and rights
United Nations Declaration on the Rights of
Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP) - 2007
Art 26 (1): Indigenous peoples have the right to the lands,
territories and resources which they have traditionally
owned, occupied or otherwise used or acquired.
Art 26 (2) Indigenous peoples have the right to own, use,
develop and control the lands, territories and resources
that they possess by reason of traditional ownership or
other traditional occupation or use, as well as those which
they have otherwise acquired.

Deforestation, climate and rights

United Nations Convention on Biological Diversity
(UNCBD) - 1992
Convention on the Elimination of all forms of Racial
Discrimination (CERD) - 1966
African Charter on Human and Peoples’ Rights
World Bank operational safeguard policies – e.g OP
4.10 indigenous people

Deforestation, climate and rights
International Labour Organisation Convention 169
on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples - 1989
Art 14(1): The rights of ownership and possession of the peoples
concerned over the lands which they traditionally occupy shall be
recognized.”
Art 14 (2): Governments shall take steps [...]to identify the lands which
the peoples concerned traditionally occupy, and to guarantee effective
protection of their rights of ownership and possession.
Art 15: “The rights of the peoples concerned to the natural resources
pertaining to their lands shall be specially safeguarded.”

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and forest
Degradation - REDD

Deforestation, climate and rights
REDD – the bargain of the century?

“Forests offer the single largest
opportunity for cost-effective and
immediate reduction of carbon
emissions.”
Sir Nicholas Stern, 2006

Deforestation, climate and rights
REDD – silver bullet or fools gold?

• ‘Leakage’
• ‘Additionality’
• ‘Permanence’
• Monitoring
• ‘Underlying causes’ - consumption
• Payment mechanisms
• Transaction costs

Deforestation, climate and rights
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Deforestation, climate and rights
Creating a tragic commons?
“The customary tenure of certain resident forest groups over
certain portions of the forest acts as an in-built protective
shield over flora and fauna resources against other groups
that might encroach. The presence of those groups on the
ground has often been quite an effective deterrent. Eviction
of resident people eliminates the customary protector…
…the consequences of the displacement and resettlement [of
indigenous people] itself have in turn a set of degrading
effects on forest ecosystems”
Prof. Michael Cernea, George Washington University

Deforestation, climate and rights

Deforestation, climate and rights

Thank you!

Biodiversity through the prism of Activism
dan glass
Public International Environmental Law Conference (PIEL)
April 1st 2011
So We Stand www.sowestand.com So We Stand is a peoples movement for
empowering social change building self defence strategies to better our lives and
communities. We provide training, support, and solidarity to grassroots struggles for
environmental, social and multi-racial justice. We engage with popular education to build
a culture of creative action and self-determination connecting different local experiences
of injustice to protect life.
The Glass is Half Full www.theglassishalffull.co.uk Mischief worth getting up out of bed
for.
Plane Stupid www.planestupid.com Plane Stupid is a network of grassroots groups that
take action against aviation expansion.
Climate9 www.climate9.com Tools for taking on the legal system bit by bit for social and
environmental justice
Email: dan888glass@gmail.com

Direct Action Case Study: Plane Stupid

www.planestupid.com

Why direct action?
People take direct action when they find the prescribed
system  of  ‘democracy’  fails  them.
•Direct action is about acting out of necessity - we see
what is wrong and that it is necessary and justified to act
for our personal safety, that of others, or indeed for the
future of the planet.
•It can equally be about creating what you want, as acting
to stop what you disagree with.
•It is about taking responsibility, and not deferring
power.
•

Direct Action throughout History
Ghandi, the civil rights independence, suffragettes
and more...
•‘There  is  an  imperative  to  a  higher  law  and  it  is  our  
duty  to  defend  them’  Ghandi
•‘When  injustice  becomes  law,  resistance  becomes  
duty’  Adam Kokesh
•“You  don't  fight  racism  with  racism,  the  best  way  to  
fight  racism  is  with  solidarity.”  Bobby Seale, Black
Panther Party
•If  I  can’t  dance  it’s  not  my  revolution’  Emma
Goldman

Five Plane Stupid Activists drop banners from the roof of
Parliament to highlight the colusion between our Government
and BAA, and to oppose the 3rd Runway planned for Heathrow,
March 2008

Sticking it to the Prime Minister– June 08

So once again..

Building more airport capacity now to
allow for growth in air traffic will
guarantee that we cannot meet our
national commitment to reduce emissions
to a level that might prevent dangerous
climate change.

>> This is why aviation is under the spotlight !!

Community Led Creative Action
Wake Up To The Impacts of Aviation!

Lock-on limbo

Ratcliffe on Trial

www.sowestand.com

'The war without bullets': a perspective from 'So We Stand' a
community movement for self-determination
Community struggles across the UK are beginning to take on board the narrative of the
'war without bullets' in campaigns against the interconnected injustices of povertyinequality and climate change. Using David Fryer and Cathy McCormack's framing of 'the
war on the poor', movements for environmental justice, such as 'So We Stand - for self
determination', are finding how the discourse is empowering for communities on the
frontline of injustice and, simultaneously, striking a defensive chord with other more
middle-class activists.

Direct Action and Community
Empowerment
Tackling Injustice

Through the Prism of Activism
Head - Why the issue is important
Head – How the issues affect us emotionally
Hand – How and what to do at work and in our
lives

Do we have a right to Clean Air?
PIEL UK Annual Conference
1 April 2011

ClientEarth
• Public interest environmental law group founded in 2007
• Offices in London, Brussels and Warsaw
• 30+ lawyers working at the interface of law, science and
policy. Using the power of law, we develop legal strategies and
tools to address major environmental issues
• Programme areas in climate change and energy, access to
justice, biodiversity, corporate transparency, health and
environment and tropical forests

The CleanAir programme
• Launched July 2009
• Objective: full
compliance with air
quality limits in London
by 2012 Olympic games
• 1 year to go...

Air
• Part of the global commons
• Basic requirement for human health and
environment
• Pollution can be viewed as the exploitation of
a resource (unpolluted air)
• Difficult to establish private rights over air
• Focus on substantive and procedural rights
• Practical obstacles to enforcing these rights

A forgotten issue?
•
•
•
•
•

Acid rain
EU legislation in early 1980s
Technological change
Focus on climate change
But growing understanding of the health
impacts

The tragedy - air quality and health
• 455,000 premature deaths each year in the EU
• 4,300 premature deaths in 2008 in London
• Heart disease, COPD, lung cancer, stroke,
premature birth, decreased lung function in
children, asthma
• Elderly people, children and those with preexisting health conditions are most vulnerable

The culprits
• Particulate matter
(PM10 and PM2.5)
• Nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
• Ozone (O3)

EU air quality law
• Establishes minimum standards for ambient air quality
(Directive 2008/50/EC)
• Sets national emissions ceilings (Directive 2001/81/EC).
• Limits emissions from certain sources:
– Industrial installations (e.g. Directive 2008/1/EC)
– Motor vehicles (e.g. Regulation 715/2007)

The Ambient Air Quality and Cleaner
Air for Europe Directive (2008/50/EC)
• Sets limit values based (loosely) on World
Health Organisation guidelines
• Requirement to monitor air quality, make air
quality information public and draw up plans
where limit values are breached
• Transposed by the Air Quality Standards
Regulations 2010
• Secretary of State assumes responsibility

A right to clean air?
•
•
•
•
•

C-361/88 Commission v Germany [1991]
C-56/90 Commission v UK [1993]
C-237/07 Janecek v Freistaat Bayern [2007]
Duty to produce a plan
Substantive or procedural right?

The Aarhus Convention
3 pillars of environmental justice:
1. Access to environmental information
2. Public participation
3. Access to justice
Focus on procedural over substantive rights

Theory versus practice
• Substantive and/or procedural rights to clean
air
• Contrast with climate change
• Failure to implement Aarhus Convention
• Lack of effective enforcement mechanisms

The role of the Commission (1)
• Guardian of the EC Treaty
• 1st round procedure (Article 258 TFEU)
Stage 1: letter of formal notice
Stage 2: reasoned opinion
Stage 3: reference to CJEU - declaration

• 2nd round procedure (Article 260 TFEU)
Stage 1: letter of formal notice
Stage 2: reasoned opinion
Stage 3: reference to CJEU - fine

The role of the Commission (2)
•
-

Delay
Round 1 average 47
months
- Round 2 average 60
months
• Reliance on information
provided by member
states – the  “Golden  
Principle”
• Discretionary

Enforcing the right to clean air in
the UK courts
4 hurdles:
1. Access to information
2. Restrictions on
standing
3. Prohibitive costs
4. Lack of effective
remedies

Hurdle 1 – access to information
• Article 26
Directive/Regulation 29
• Up to date information
on at least daily basis
• www.londonair.org.uk
• Open to manipulation
• 9 month reporting
deadline
• Need expert evidence

Marylebone Road

Brixton Road

Hurdle 2 – restrictions on standing
• Relaxed rules in the UK
• “Sufficient  interest”
• But restrictive
elsewhere in EU e.g.
Germany
• Dieter Janecek had to
live near most polluted
road in Germany for 4
years

Hurdle 3 – Prohibitive cost
• Allocation of costs is matter of judicial
discretion
• The  “loser  pays  presumption”
• Straightforward judicial review £20-30k
• Prohibitive expense
• Use of protective costs orders (R (Corner
House Research) v Secretary of State for Trade
and Industry [2005])

Hurdle 4 – lack of effective remedies
•
•
•
•

The declaration
The quashing order
The injunction
The mandatory order

Affordable access to justice?
• Case C-427/07 Commission v Ireland
• R (Garner) v Elmbridge Borough Council (2010)
• R (Edwards) v Environment Agency (No.2)
(2011)
• Complaint by ClientEarth to the Aarhus
Compliance Committee (ACCC/C/2008/33)
• The Jackson Review
• The Sullivan Review

Effective judicial protection
• Article 30 Directive 2008/50/EC
“Effective,  dissuasive  and  proportionate”
• Case C-271/91 Marshall v Southampton and
South West Hampshire AHA
• Case C-240/09 ‘The  Slovakian  Bears  Case’
• Declarations neither effective nor dissuasive
• Mandatory orders, quashing orders and
injunctions are required

Conclusion
• A substantive right to clean air is still a distant
dream
• Procedural rights must be underpinned by
substantive rights
• Fundamental shift required in use of judicial
review e.g. ECHR
• Make the path by walking
• Watch this space: www.clientearth.org

Contact details:
Alan Andrews
Lawyer
ClientEarth
email@clientearth.org
+44 (0)20 7749 5976

Revisiting the Tragedy of the
Common Goods in the 21st Century:
Water Resource

1st April 2011
TrevorWater
Bishop:
Head of Water
Resources
Rachael Connerton,
Resources
Policy
Advisor

The Environment Agency: What we do!

Water Resources

Tragedy of the Commons Today
Regulatory Success or Failure?
• 21st Century Britain

• water quality
• abstraction regime
• water consumption
• protected sites and habitats

Water Resources

Tragedy of the Commons Tomorrow – A new
Dimension!
Regulatory Model Fit for Purpose?
• later 21st Century Britain
• population growth
• economic imperative
Strong global warming observed since 1975

• climate change

Hadley Centre for Climate Prediction and Research

24

Water Resources

Tragedy of the Commons Tomorrow – A new
Dimension!
River Flows in the
2050’s?
September

Murray Darling Basin
2010

Water Resources

What do we really really want!
All water dependant sectors to have
1. an obligation and the tools for adaptation
planning/implementation with appropriate mechanisms for
risked based funding
2. an obligation for economically appropriate GHG emissions
management
Water Act 2003

Climate Change Act 2009

2012?

Desertification:

Limiting its Consequences on Agriculture

Julien Lamontagne-Godwin

Outline
• CABI – Who are we and what do we do?
• Desertification
- What is the physical process?
- Where does it occur?
• Causes of desertification
• Consequences of the desertification process
• Combating desertification

CABI Europe - UK

!

CABI worldwide

CABI Activities
• International Development
- Knowledge Management (ICT; Information Management)
- Commodities group (Coffee, Cocoa, Banana...)
- Invasive species (Japanese Knotweed; Himalayan Balsam; Hydrocotyle;
Crassula)
- Knowledge for Development (Information and Knowledge Transfer;
Training; Extension)
• Publishing
- Various materials (Databases; Journals; Abstracts; Books)
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Desertification

Over to you:
What is a desert?
Definition: what makes a desert?

Desertification: how are deserts formed?
Geography: Where are the world’s deserts?

Deserts

Deserts
- A landscape or region that receives an extremely low amount of precipitation (<250 ml per year)
- More water is lost by evapotranspiration than falls as precipitation
- Temperate / hot deserts

Natural
process of Desertification
Desertification
UNCCD
UNCCD:: ““the
the degradation of land in arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid areas
due to various factors, including climatic
and
human
activities”
climaticvariations
variations
and
human
activities”
Desert formation:
Hot air at the equator rises and spreads north and south
before cooling and releases its moisture over the tropical
zones. Hot and dry winds are created as high pressure
tropical zones and low pressure polar air meet, blowing
across the Sahara, the Middle East and the Americas.
Speed of formation:

Jimin et al, 1998 studied the Helan Mountain desert
in the northern belt of China, and found that the
desert had reduced its area of coverage from
125°E to 105°E (approx.1500 km ) in 20 000 years,
from the Last Glacial Maximum to the Holocene
Optimum.
Age of deserts:
Sahara: evidence suggests 7 million years old

Human based Desertification
UNCCD: “the degradation of land in arid, semi-arid, and dry sub-humid areas
due to various factors, including climatic variations and human activities”
• The term “desertification” became well known after the 1930’s dust bowl
creation is US mid-west
• Desertification of the land through human activities is caused by the combination of
contributing factors:
- Increase in local population (nomadic or sedentary)...
- ...leading to intense agricultural and/or farming practises...
- ... Making the already fragile ecosystem physically and chemically unstable, therefore less
able to cope with...
-... droughts periods that are becoming more severe. It is strongly believed that human
activity affects rain and wind cycles, thereby creating desert-favouring conditions

Meet the world’s emerging deserts

UNEP

Desertification misconceptions
• Desertification is an extremely complex geological and climatic process that is not
fully understood
• There is no consensus among researchers as to the specific causes, extent, or
degree of desertification

• Contrary to many popular reports, desertification is actually a subtle process of
deterioration that may often be reversible
• Drought does not directly cause desertification. Badly managed lands do

The Causes of Anthropomorphic
Desertification

Over to you:

What are the causes of desertification?

Think about:
Physical / Economic / Political processes

Agricultural / physical processes
Economic pressures
Political decisions and
international relations

Agricultural intensification
Exponential trend since the 1700s:
Mechanical / Chemical / Genetic

Positives:
Rise in crop productivity

Negatives:
Increased erosion; lower soil fertility; reduced biodiversity; reduced
disease resistance; higher rate of groundwater, river and lake
pollution; Progressive decrease in crop productivity

Soil mechanics in agriculture
Soil biota
associated
to N,
monoculture
affects
soil chemical
organic
matter (C,
P) increasingly
affected
composition
by intensive agriculture

Soil
composition

Soil Concentration of Carbon 1900-1990
(Ciller et al., 1997)

Soil biota

Global use of fertilisers from 1960 to 1990
(Ciller et al., 1997)

Physical processes
Process of continuous
gradual
ecosystem
degradation,
where
Progressive
loss of
stabilizing
vegetation
Erosion by wind
andmature,
water creates
fine-grained
siltfrom
andthe
Stress
Deflation
plants, animals
andperiods
geological
resources
are
stressed beyond Degradation
ecosystem
during
of
drought
or
economic
clay particles from the soil, leading to development of
their ability to
to changing
infeasibility
andadjust
adunes
resulting
losstheofconditions
unconsolidated
topsoil.
gullies and sand
across
deflated
land surface.

Animal Production intensification
Overgrazing
Physical damage to soil and vegetation

Increases soil erosion, Reduction in soil depth, soil organic matter and soil
fertility

Overgrazing symptoms in the middle atlas mountains of Morocco
(Encyclopedia of the Earth, 2006)

Economics, politics and environment
differing perspectives
Inherent concept flaw in developed and developing countries

Short term political
and economic results
(days, months,years)
Farmer lobby strength

Long term ecological
processes (decades,
centuries, millenia)

Increasing sedentary communities

Neo-classical theory of primary and
secondary services

Reduction in extension services
Reduced funding for Academic
Reduction in pastoralism
research
Cash crops linked to trade and currency
Subsidies reduction
variability
Lack of governmental
Flawed infrastructural
decentralisation for
Increasing subsidies
policies
Transparency issues
information services
Rock erosion in Bolivian Altiplano,
Reduced
Wikipedia funding for international development
Strength of agrochemical industry
of agriculture
Short term land valuation studies
Land tenure practises

Farmers undervalued

Education refocus away from farming

The “North / South” divide driving
desertification

• Foreign debt obligations

• International trade patterns and economic policy demands in
developed countries
• Structural adjustment programs being implemented / enforced
in developing countries by multilateral institutions

Structural Adjustment Programmes: key
instruments of desertification
The ineffectuality of SAPS in the 1970-1980s for not considering non-economic factors and
institutions is now globally recognized. How did SAPS affect the environment?
Sub-Saharan Africa:
Since the introduction of World Bank / IMF Structural Adjustment Programmes:
Food imports US$ 1.1 billion in 1970 → US$5.3 billion in 1985 (McNamara, 1985)
External debt rose tenfold to over 100% of GNP (excluding South Africa) (Biswas, 1986)
In1998, Africa owed the world US$230 billion (World Bank, 2000).
75% of work force involved in agriculture: agricultural sector used to repay the debt

SAPS in Senegal in the 1980s
Liberalisation and currency devaluation, loan
→debt to repay, unfair and forced market competition
Senegal used agricultural sector to pay off debt
→ Cancelled fertilizer subsidies and removed agricultural infrastructure
→ Higher price for fertilisers, reduced access to information on good agricultural
practises
Farmers increased seeding density : soil overuse and reduced soil and crop health over
time: → Agricultural intensification → Desertification
(Reardon et al, 1997)

The Effects of Desertification

Effects of Desertification
•Local / National / Global ecological effects
•Economic effects

•Global socio-economic effects: food security
•Outlook for the future

Ecological / environmental effects
Local
Erosion causes large dust / sand storms; flash foods; mud slides
Reduced water retention reduces groundwater and aquifer levels
Reduced nutrient availability decreases plant uptake and productivity, therefore
decreasing yields
Biodiversity is affected, in the soil, air and land, affecting pollination
Lack of vegetation further increases erosion through lack of stable structure keeping soil
plateaus in place
Pollution and dust damages vegetation chemical and transpiration processes

Ecological / environmental effects
National
Dust clouds / storms / flash floods and mud slides / biodiversity reduction can all
become bigger problems

Global
Global consequences of wind borne sand (Economist 2011):
- Study of the Bodélé depression in Chad
- Dust cloud obscures the sun (1% of desert area; 25% of output);
particles of Si, Al and Fe reach Manaus, Brazil
- Is thought to stimulate plant growth / carbon uptake through
phosphorus and may reduce localized global warming
- Can block airflow patterns and reduce rain cloud formation,
increasing the likelihood of wildfires, therefore CO2 release
- Atmosphere approx. 2x dustier in last 100 years

Photo: The Economist

A few figures

Table 8. Estimates of vulnerability to desertification in some Asian countries.
Table 1. Estimates of all degraded lands (in million km2) in dry areas (Dregne and Chou, 1994).

Vulnerability to desertification
Continent
Africa
Countries

Total area

Degraded  area  †

Total land area
14.326
(km2)

Asia

18.814

% degraded

High 10.458

Very 73
high

Area

%
13.417

Area

71

%

43,838

6.77
3.759

436,480

54

67.41

Afghanistan
Australia
and the Pacific

647,500 7.012

Bangladesh
Europe

133,910 1.456

NorthChina
America

9,326,4105.782

65,638

0.7
4.286

72,214

74

0.77

SouthIndia
America

2,973,1904.207

206,317

6.94
3.058

165,912

73

5.58

Indonesia
Total

1,826,440
51.597

5,289

0.29
35.922

232

70

0.01

Mongolialand and vegetation.
1,565,000
†  Comprises

0.943

19

Pakistan

778,720

17,032

Total

17,251,170

338,133

2.19

65

2,104

0.13

181,503

23.31

858,445

Economic Effects of Desertification:
China (Ning Datong, 1998)
Affected area: 8% of Chinese territory affected by Desertification (40,000 km2 of farmland
and 46,700 km2 of grassland)
→ 170 million people or 21 Mha
Causes: Fuelwood collection / logging 32%; Grazing 29%; Cultivation 23%; Unsustainable
water use 8%; Construction (mines, urban development and communication) 0.8%
Costs:
Based on UNEP methodology, taking various factors into consideration
Yields decrease of 1t to 5 ton/ha.
Assuming an average drop of 3 ton/ha
Cost of land degradation to the entire country is approximately 12 billion yuan /year
($1.8 billion)
The annual direct economic cost of land lost to desertification is 344,000 yuan / km2,
or 1.8 billion yuan/year ($270 million)

Global knock on effects: Food Security

Food security

Availability
Affordability
Access
Quality
Safety
Nutrition

Reduced access and
availability of land and
good quality seed
Less affordable food
reduced nutrition
and quality

Combating Desertification

Over to you:
Combating Desertification
What initiatives have you heard of that are being implemented to
fight desertification?

Think about
Academic / governmental / multilateral frameworks

Who is doing what where and how?
•Academic research

•Farmer collaboration
•Local and government infrastructures
•National and international collaboration
•Multilateral thematic organisations
•Private sector research

Academic research
-Long term productivity of sandy soils
-Biotic / abiotic association: positives / drawbacks
-Use of perennial plants instead of annuals
-Erosion and runoff properties and groundwater replenishment science
-Global soil surveys
-Climate change Science
-Genetic / genealogic research into different drought-resistant crop varieties
-Agricultural economics / farmer incentives

USA: Drought resistant cotton

Soil surveys: Gates Project

How to understand and plan for food
security
1. Characterisation and study of country
Agro-zones
Soil erosion
soil types
Economic and social stability
2. Model analyses
Soil health in relation to different crops and agricultural practises
scenarios
Include variables (climate variability, social stability...)
3.Conclusions
Crops likely to be a positive influence for soil health
Important factors (water catchment practises, climate change
adaptation measures, soil fertility programmes...)

Information = Power to the People
Academic research is useless without giving it to the
people who need it.
Infrastructure development, creating access to information, and
development of extension services, dedicated to increasing the
farmer’s knowledge, is paramount
Conversion of tropical forest to small-scale agriculture or plantations in Cameroon.
(Millennium Ecosystem Assessment)

Maintenance of the forest with low-impact logging provided social benefits (sedimentation
control and flood prevention) and global benefits (carbon storage plus option, bequest, and
existence values) totalling some $3,400 per hectare.
Conversion to small-scale agriculture yielded the greatest private benefits (food production), of
about $2,000 per hectare.
Across four of the sites, conversion to oil palm and rubber plantations resulted in average net
costs (negative benefits) of $1,000 per hectare.

CABI: Plant Clinics
Extension services in developing countries
Regular, open and free service dedicated to diagnosing pests and diseases, whilst
providing recommendations and prevention methods.
The plant clinic system empowers farmers and trained “plant doctors”. CABI
does not own the clinic.

Banana bacterial wilt in North Kivu, DRC
Plant Clinic in North Kivu, DRC

Plant clinics in National initiatives
Not easy for countries to incorporate new initiatives into budgets,
however well meaning and functioning they are

Uganda:
National Agricultural Advisory Services
(NAADS) are taking Plant Clinics on board
as part of their new 2011 directives

Uganda, Wikipedia

Plant clinics in National initiatives
India:
State government of Karnataka has agreed
to train 1000 Agricultural officers as plant
doctors to lead plant clinics across the state.

Democratic Republic of Congo:
... A work in progress...
(Understatement of the century)

Multilateral thematic institutions on
Desertification

UNCCD
A brief history
•UN Conference on Desertification, 1977
•“Desertification still a major issue” (UNEP, 1991)
•UN Conference on Environment and Development, 1992
•UN Convention on Combating Desertification, 17/06/1994

Organisation
Regulated by the COP
UNCCD implementation through National / Regional / SubRegional Action Programmes
Developed in the framework of a participative approach involving
local communities
Spell out practical steps and measures to be taken to combat
desertification in specific ecosystems

UNCCD Action Programme:
Botswana (2006)

To combat desertification and mitigate the effects of
drought through participation and partnership with the
various stakeholders including communities.”

UNCCD Action Programme:
Botswana (2006)
Current national environmental legislation:
Aquatic Weeds Control Act, Fish Protection Act, Forest Protection Act,
Herbage Preservation Act, Agricultural Resources Conservation Act, Tribal
Land Act, Water Act, Wildlife Conservation and National Parks Act, Minerals
Act, Waste Management Act, Environmental Impact Assessment Act
Complement current legislation with:
National Policy on Natural Resources Conservation and Development
Community Based Strategy for Rural Development
Revised National Policy for Rural Development
National Policy on Agricultural Development
Tribal Grazing Land Policy
Arable Lands Development Programme
Poverty Eradication Plan
National Settlement Policy
National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan

UNCCD Action Programme:
Botswana (2006)
Research, analyse and inform on:
State of the Economy,
Population census and Human Resources
HIV / Aids
Financial Funding Plan

Plan of Activities
Stakeholder Plan
Monitoring and Evaluation Plan

UNCCD, African Development Bank
and Sustainable Land Management
2008-2010: CABI / AfDB / UNCCD Portfolio Review Project
Objective:
To quantify the value of SLM investments(1988-2015), assess their
contribution to the achievement of established strategies and
objectives under the UNCCD, TerrAfrica, NEPAD and EAP, and
to national / regional goals and priorities relating to the issues of
land degradation, desertification and poverty.
Outcome:
Understanding AfDB commitment towards SLM and
desertification reduction
Output:
Quantitative and qualitative analysis of all SLM activities in
accordance to relevant markers

UNCCD / AfDB / CABI project results
Total investment : $US 1637.32 million
Range: $US 0.58 million - $US 242.93
million.

However, weighted analysis shows
different figures:
$US 954 million

53 projects in “Dry Sub-Humid”, “SemiArid” and “Arid” climates were studied
across 29 countries.

UNCCD / AfDB / CABI project results
Alignment with higher level frameworks:
Design of national information exchange platforms not observed in outputs
SADC noticeable absentee
Policy reforms and innovative local and national financial schemes present in
portfolio review, and can be related to the UNCCD’s policy of linking regional
and national programmes.
Absence of biodiversity and carbon sequestration targets, state of infrastructure
as Outcome Indicators
Recommendations given: LOTS
Read the study!
http://www.afdb.org/fileadmin/uploads/afdb/Documents/Generic_Documents/AfDB%20article%20_JLG_%2
027%2003.pdf
http://global-mechanism.org/dynamic/documents/document_file/measuring_slm_inv.pdf

Final thoughts…
Desertification is a geological phenomenon that is indicative of the
state of our agricultural demands
Its increased presence gives us a very real interpretation of our
local, national and international agricultural policies
Unfortunately, the process will probably get worse before it gets
better

The real way to reduce desertification, and any other large
environmental problems?

Collaboration, communication and compromise

Thank You for listening and taking part
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The Tragicomedy of the Commons by Paul Kohler
- Summary by Stephanie Chan
A play in 5 acts:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Hardin
Failings
What’s a Common?
How Commons fits into Property
Reinvigorating the commons to the needs of the 21st century

1.  Hardin’s  Theory:  The  Tragedy  of  the  Commons  
1.1 SCENE:
Field with 100 cows, 10 farmers, used to maximum capacity.
1.2 PLOT
One farmer introduces 11th cow, costs internalized.
1.3 Denouement
Each farmer follows suit, common overgrazed, tragedy ensues
Common property leads to over-utilization of the resource: leading to its eventual exhaustion
“common  property  is  no  property”= this has become our mantra, taken as gospel
2.1 Criticisms
-claims man is selfish, rational but not rational enough= basically, a caricature of people
-fails to prove what it sets out to prove: that communal ownership will always lead to ruin
-cows are privately owned, land is not
-can you say private ownership makes you selfish? Things move from common to private,
nothing is forever communal: how do we manage interface between private and common?
-disproved by experience: we use common property every day, every society has common
property, it is not true common property is flawed
2.2 FUNDAMENTAL CRITICISM:
--commons was unmanaged: that’s why farmer was allowed 11th cow
--not as famous: tragedy of unmanaged common (the actual story)
--what if the commons had been managed?

3. MANAGEMENT IS IMPLICIT
-tautology of speaking of managed commons
-there is a difference between open access and communal property
-res nullius (un-owned) and communes (communally owned)
- thus even in his concession he is still talking about a caricature
3.2 CONTROLLED RESOURCE?
-lines between controlled and non-controlled resources are constantly shifting
-new property rights are always being created, new forms of property
-contrast vermin and endangered species- non-property becomes property
-new forms of common property: air
-new forms of open access resource
-we are imposing property regimes on common goods
-new forms of open access resources: banks, Google books
4.1 COMMON PROPERTY AND PROPERTY
-property as a means of allocating a scarce resource
-all forms of property seek to resolve the same issue
-e.g. air: used to be common resource but not any more
4.2 Private, Common and State
- 3 forms of property:
Private right to exclude
Commonright not to be excluded or to exclude certain members
State right to exclude in which members of community have indirect role
-Fundamental to any society: Aristotle’s point not offering a private property-only diet, he
also advocated public property, any society cannot function without these three forms of
property
-anywhere, be it Western society or tribes
5.1 WHY HARDIN WAS WRONG
-must criticize private property
-do not forget we are a community of scholars, no man is an island
-e.g. Asia and Africa: the increase in smallholdings for developing villages: does not always work
Wrong: shows tyranny of private property, belief it is better than other forms of property

Biodiversity through the Prism of Activism by Dan Glass
- Summary by Stephanie Chan
-

-

Take a step back to think about issues
Intergenerational justice: many campaigns in the UK led by younger people who
are concerned--- 50 years down the line how will they judge us?
We are in a unique time, a unique generation
As an activist, relations built with lawyers in the UK, more networks built
Deeper motivations? Psychologies and relationships which motivate
PLANE STUPID
Hard to know where to start
Lifestyle changes useless unless we can stop air ports expand
They  will  take  over  all  of  UK’s  carbon  budget  by  2050
Aviation industry can get away tax-free as well
Why direct action?
 Eg)  suffragettes:  took  to  the  streets  to  fight  for  women’s  right  to  vote
 People  take  direct  action  when  prescribed  ‘democracy’  fails  them
 About acting out of necessity
 Can be equally about creating what you want as acting to stop what you
disagree with
 About taking responsibility, not deferring power

Direct action = direct intervention
= publicity
Eg) March 2008: hanging banners off parliament: 70 000 responses, 89% said no but
they still went ahead
Heathrow  Delivery  Group  pushed  ahead  decision,  so  they  hung  banners  that  said  ‘BAA  
HQ’
Eg) June 2008: won awards for working with communities living near flight path, how
to highlight  politicians  are  part  of  the  problem?  Super  glued  hand  to  Gordon  Brown’s  
sleeve
 But, publicity stunts are not always enough
CLIMATE 9: Aberdeen air port, involved James Hanson, NASA scientist

Defence:  cannot  use  necessity,  working  with  local  community,  asked  what’s  changed,  eg.  
impact on fisheries, indigenous methodology: concept of knowledge-holders’,  ‘earth  
stories’, talking about when you first felt connection to nature you tend to forget
about why you take action, reflection cycle in popular education, understanding why we
are doing this, thinking about connections to wider ecosystem
-

Going from narrative of moral imperative to self-defence, how we are part of
natural environment

Example: Manchester air port expansion inspired loss of sand martin
Stansted Air port expansion: why were 18 year olds sitting on the runway?
Intergenerational justice, parents also unhappy.
Scots law: law of necessity, must directly prove causation but it works in the UK, 6
activists in Kingsnorth who stopped higher crime,
Questions
-does focus on climate change undermine other struggles and broader environmental
campaigning eg. biodiversity
 yes, problematic: climate change is abstract, related to power structures, poverty, etc.
For many communities its not the centre of their world, many things link back to
climate change
 important to talk to people
-how does direct action change the unconverted?
 challenging the status quo is a good thing, though the powers  that  be  don’t  want  you  
to know
 We see increasingly regular people leading direct action
-how often do you get to sit down with opposing parties, how to avoid getting
institutionalised?
-why do activists get a bad rep?
 they are rocking the boat continually, moving the goal posts, people prefer to
put their heads in the sand, people become normalized,
 not about mitigation but adaptation any more, alienation, not enough
psychological support, depression and anxiety will start killing people
 activists must start becoming more supportive to mental health

 prefer corporations to NGOs because at least they do what they say
 Poverty industry so huge, led by middle class, self-sustaining, self-serving
environment, not leading or empowering
 Must be critical of whole arena, including direct action arena
 Heathrow campaign: had a huge team of divided people all working for the
same thing
 do  activists  get  a  bad  rep  because  they  form  an  ‘us’  and  alienate  people?  Less  
legitimate, separate, pursue own agenda
 activism must think about objectives, do things and not just talk over them
 Must constantly question, v. Small group of people, vey disconnected and
privileged, who can afford to get arrested
 Problematic, must burst bubble of privilege and constantly question
themselves
RSPB:
you make a distinction between moral argument and direct justice
 activism can be about expanding moral aspect, BAA HQ is about capturing moral
feeling, shifting morals, not always starting from a point where people are connected,
activists: in the end, they are people protecting basic needs

Access to Justice Presentation by Gita Parihar, Head of Legal at
Friends of the Earth UK
- Summary by Alberto Neidhardt
How can activists, campaigners and lawyers work together effectively?
Rio Declaration clarified that participation of citizens is necessary for having access to a safe
environment and having their right to a ‘healthy and productive life in harmony with nature’
protected and fulfilled.
Crucial development is the 1998 Aarhus Convention, deriving from the Principle 10 of the Rio
Declaration. Kofi Annan defined it as the “the most ambitious venture in environmental
democracy  undertaken  under  the  auspices  of  the  United  Nations”.
In general, the Convention established that each Party shall guarantee the rights of access to
information, public participation in decision-making, and access to justice in environmental
matters in accordance with the provisions of this Convention (Article 1, Objective).
However, in particular with regard to the right to information, the enforcement of the
Convention is problematic. Government are requested to issue information, but not always the
accuracy of such information can be guaranteed (see presentation by ClientEarth Solicitor).
Article 9 declares that individuals seeking review provisions must be provided with adequate
remedies  (“State  Parties  […]  shall  provide  adequate  and  effective  remedies”) , but it is
fundamental  to  note  that  each  State  party  “shall  ensure  that  [any  person  who  considers  that  his  
or her request for information under article 4 has been ignored] also has access to an
expeditious procedure established by law that is free of charge or inexpensive for
reconsideration by a public authority or review by an independent and impartial body other
than  a  court  of  law”  (Article  9.1,  emphasis  added).
It is therefore crucial to understand how the substantive rights work in practice in each member
state to the Convention.
We infer from UK case law that a major problem hindering access to justice is constituted by the
judicial costs for individuals seeking review. The established position in the UK is that the losing

party must pay the other party for the costs incurred. Often these costs are high and such
circumstances prevent individual citizens and NGOs themselves from taking action.
An important development in case law has established a protective cost order in public interest
litigation whereby a cap to the costs of the proceedings is ordered by the court.
In practical terms this means that an NGO might still need to fundraise a relatively great amount
of money, but at least this will not change as the trial goes on.
Different cases have also been brought in front of the European Commission.
Reasoned Opinions have been issued saying that English law was not in compliance with
various provisions of the Aarhus Convention. As a result of these pressures, the UK government
and Ministry of Justice have proposed reforms on costs of justice. The government is looking at
the various options: however, it is not clear and remains uncertain how the government is going
to deal with environmental cases.
Court cases, moreover, take a long time to be decided and there is no ultimate guarantee to
protection.
At international level, there are proposals to globalising the Aarhus Convention, to have similar
regional conventions in Africa, Latin America and other regions.
Finally, another important development is the creation of a Coalition of Environmental NGOs
under  the  project  “Ask  the  Climate  Question”  (see  http://www.greenwisebusiness.co.uk/news/environmentalgroups-and-ngos-join-forces-to-put-climate-action-on-election-agenda-1288.aspx).

The picture we have in front of us is that of different levels of involvement for activists and
lawyers, and different stages for cooperation: the European Union context, the international
context, the decision making phase, national or supra-national  government  taking  action…  

England’s  wetlands  under  threat:  a  tragedy  of  the  
commons or regulation?
Trevor Bishop – Head of Water Resources, UK Environment
Agency and Rob Cunningham – Head of Water Policy, RSPB
- Summary by Josh Roberts
Water abstraction regulation in the UK has been evolving
- 1991: Started regulating with the Water Resources Act
- 2003: some reform
 Limited liability to abstractors
 Revocation/variation for existing licensees
Current Ongoing Review—Choices
- Time limits on licenses?
- Compensation packages?
- What we know: changing climate, regulation will have to evolve; must
involve relevant stakeholders, customers
- Trading?
Challenges of Adaptation:
The  environment  is  changing.  For  water  regulation,  while  won’t  be  fundamentally  
so, will represent a shift
- 40% increase in population by 2050
The price of water will rise—economic imperative
Climate  change  will  decrease  river  flows  by  the  2050’s.  Certainty?  Murray  Darling  
Basin no longer makes it to the Sea
- South East flows are likely to reduce up to 80% (this is not the worst case
scenario)
Result: will have more people for a smaller common
How to address?
- Strategic planning out, community planning in
- Climate change forecasting?
- Moving water?
It is a question of what areas will be hit by water scarcity
The Framework Directive? Continues business as usual + a little more

Community surveillance and the fight against illegal, unreported and
unregulated (IUU) fishing in Sierra Leone Workshop by Andy Hickman, EJF
-

Summary by Lisa Ventura

In this workshop, Andy Hickman, Oceans Campaigner at Environmental Justice
Foundation (EJF) gave on overview of the issue of IUU fishing in Sierra Leone. He
started by reminding the audience about general statistics. He explained that
primary and secondary of fishing support the livelihoods of a total of 540 million
people. 400 million people depend critically on fish as a food source. He then
showed a short film explaining what was pirate fishing. Pirate fishing or IUU
fishing practice unregulated fishing by failing to report fish catches to the
relevant authorities, using vessels without nationality, flying a Flag of
convenience or fishing in areas where there are no conservation or management
measures in places. Concretely IUU fishing is threatening the sustainability of
marine biodiversity. Pirate fishers use destructive methods, for example they
catch excessive amounts of fish, stock only profitable varieties of fish and discard
the rest. The dead fish represent a massive waste for the people depending on
fishery for their livelihood. 90% of the fish caught by pirate fishers is dumped in
the sea dead. Moreover human rights are often violated on these illegal vessels.
Fishers are often under aged and abused. Their condition on the boats would fall
under the category of forced labour as defined by the International Labour
Organization (ILO). As the vessels are not registered, hygiene and health
standards are often not met. Pirate fishing uses legal loopholes to avoid
prosecution, such as using only one matriculation for many vessels; making it
difficult to stop this practice. Local communities lack capacity to enforce rules
and regulate fishing. Pirate fishing makes a billion dollars every year. This causes
tremendous issues as it harms many countries, in particular coastal
communities, where fishing is the main livelihood, as shown in the short film in
Sierra Leone. Another issue caused by pirate fishing is that fish shipped in
Europe are then sold in markets under fake labels. Consumers are then unaware
of this abuse.
Since 2003, EJF has worked towards stopping IUU fishing. Its campaign supports
legitimate vessels. Furthermore it tries to implement this issue in the United
Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea.
The workshop then turned into group discussions to further understand IUU
fishing. The main topic touched upon the steps coastal communities could take to
address pirate fishing. Andy Hickman then explained a surveillance project that
EJF had implemented. The Community Surveillance Project tries to involve local
community in combating IUU fishing and raise awareness surrounding this
practice both locally with the government in Sierra Leone and internationally in
the EU Commission. The European Union is involved in addressing pirate fishing.
It has adopted the Council Regulation (EC) No 1005/2008 to ensure combating
illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing. Andy Hickman highlighted the
limitations of the surveillance project. To conclude he listed ways participants
could get involved in combating IUU fishing, such as signing a petition on the EJF
website  or  also  take  part  in  the  Save  the  Sea  ‘Channel  Challenge’.  

Colloquium Report:
Scottish Colloquium for Young Legal Researchers
Dundee, Friday, 22 April 2011
Presentation  Title:  ‘Avoiding  the  Tragedy:  A  Review  of  Forestry  Management  Regimes’
Article co- authors: Stephanie Chan, Sebastien Korwin-Wroblewski, Elisa Estrada Holteng, Allison Lindner,
Virginie Rouas, and Alessia Miranti.

The 2011 Scottish Colloquium for Young Legal Researchers is an international event in its second year
with PhD students and early Career researchers coming from all over the UK and the Republic of Ireland
to make presentations on a wide variety of legal topics. PIEL UK was most honoured to have our article
chosen for presentation at this prestigious event and it was a most rewarding experience. The power
point presentation of PIEL UK’s  article  was put together by Virginie Rouas, PIEL UK 2011 Article Writing
Coordinator; and Allison Lindner, PIEL UK 2011 Chair. By a process of elimination, Allison Lindner was
chosen to present the article on behalf of the whole group. PIEL UK sponsored the trip.

The experience:
After a six hour long train journey from St Pancras, I arrived at Dundee to find that it is really as small as
everyone said it would be. My B&B,  on  the  ‘outskirts’  of  the  city,  was  only  a  20  minute  walk  away  from  
the train station! Even though just north of the border, I certainly felt like I was in another country. The
event took place on Good Friday and the University of Dundee was fully functioning with classes
operating as per normal.
The Colloquium was made up of a morning and afternoon session with a break for lunch. There were
over 10 different talks to choose from; of course everyone had to attend their own session, which meant
that every presenter could only really choose from 4 or 5 sessions depending on when theirs took place.
I went to the morning session on EU law, and listened to very interesting presentations on the national
treatment and most favoured nation concepts in EU and international law.
In the afternoon session, I sat with environmental law colleagues who presented on their PhD or
published works. The other presentations included one on international water law, one on the CDM;
and a very interesting one on Green Criminology- an area of study which was new to me. This session
was chaired by Elizabeth Kirk, Senior Lecturer in Environmental Law at the University of Dundee. Many
of  the  presentations  were  very  ‘law  heavy’  with  the  presenters  reeling  off  statutes,  articles  of  
international conventions and cases. At this point I got quite nervous; but remembered to keep at the
forefront of my mind that the PIEL UK article focused on legal policy. It was also at this point that I
realised how unique; and accessible the PIEL UK article is. I  inevitably  got  questions  about  the  ‘lack  of  

law’  in  the  article.  But,  anyone with a legal background or non-legal social science background could
start reading it and be able to follow without much difficulty.
I was also quite pleased when lecturers in the audience were able to relate parts of the article to other
areas of law such as the WTO. I was asked some questions which I could not answer. Strangely enough
these did not refer necessarily to parts of the article that I did not write. They were broader, more
general questions which related to the intricacies of ongoing international environmental convention
negotiations (Cancun; Copenhagen, etc.). My fellow presenters were able to answer these on my behalf.
No specific feedback on the presentation was given during the session so I requested this separately. I
have appended the feedback received below.
As the day drew to a close it was clear that no law conference would be complete without a wine
reception. So after the inevitable photo ops, everyone found our way to a wee room for a glass of red or
white. This was a good chance for networking. I was reassured that although the environmental
programme at Dundee is very small, should PIEL UK ever consider support from the Environmental Law
department at Dundee, that this was a possibility. Soon after this we made our way to the pub where
conversations continued; ideas were exchanged; and advice given on possible PhD programmes.
I spent one more night in Dundee before making my way back to London the very next morning with a
sense of satisfaction that I had done my best. I think I did PIEL UK proud and sincerely hope that the
article writing feature of the conference becomes a yearly tradition.

Appendix 1- Article Feedback
1. The starting premise of  addressing  the  “Tragedy  of  the  Commons”  seems  pretty  old  hat  
now a stronger introduction would have to be given.
2. The assertion that there are primarily three types of ownership misses public/private
partnerships and ownership by charities. It then appears from the presentation that the types
of ownership highlighted at the start are highlighted only because they are represented in the
case studies. If that is not the case then this section on types of ownership must be explained
more clearly.
3. Similar discussions took place in the 1990s in relation to fisheries and there may be other
similar discussions in relation to other resources. There must be clarity on the ways in which
this discussion on forests differs from those discussions.
4. The one issue that I think would be worth focusing on is the lessons to be learnt from
implementing the different forms of ownership. Which appears from the case studies to
ensure better management/protection?
5. To answer the question above one would have to also account for other possible
variations. Is it possible to tell for example whether it is the system of ownership or perhaps
the general level of governance (i.e are standards of good governance met?) within a country
that determines whether there is better management or protection? Are there other factors
impinging on the management of forests etc?
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Avoiding the Tragedy: a Review of Forestry
Management Regimes
Allison Lindner
LLM Candidate, SOAS, University of London
Committee Chair of the 2011 PIEL UK

+

Public Interest Environmental Law
United Kingdom


PIEL UK is an annual student-led conference focusing on
environmental justice issues in the UK and abroad



Established in 2007 by a group of students concerned with
environmental justice issues and handed on to new students
each year



The inspiration for running the conference comes from the
PIEL conference that has been running for over 25 years in
Oregon, US

+

2011 PIEL UK Conference


Held on 1st April 2011 at the IALS, London



Title: Revisiting the Tragedy: Common Goods in the 21st Century



The Conference explored the new challenges of natural
resources conservation in light of Hardin’s concept of the
Tragedy of the Commons. Speakers looked at contemporary
solutions to preserve the commons



Amongst the speakers:





Dan Glass, Plane Stupid
Alan Andrews, ClientEarth
Simon Counsell, Rainforest Foundation
Paul Kohler, SOAS, etc.

+

Forests


Forests cover 31% of total land area (FAO, Global Forest
resources Assessment 2010)



Forests provide a wide range of goods (wood and non-wood
forest products) and services (climate change mitigation, soil
and water conservation, etc.)



Threats: deforestation and climate change



Further stresses may trigger conflicts over access to natural
resources in the future



Situation very similar to the Garrett Hardin’s Tragedy of the
Commons

+

The Tragedy of the Commons


Garrett Hardin, 1968



Resources held in common, such as oceans, rivers, air and forests, are
subject to massive degradation without proper management regimes



Competing uses people have for any given common-pool resources:




One use is as an inherent part of an ecosystem
The other use is as a consumable resource-unit necessary for human
sustenance.



Competing uses may lead to depletion, unless a coordinated approach
to common-pool resource management is achieved



Resource degradation was inevitable unless common property was
converted into private property, or government regulation of uses and
users was instituted

+

The Tragedy of the Forests?
Question:

Can existing forest governance regimes, through the
implementation of international and domestic policies, prevent
the complete depletion of forests and ensure their long-term
preservation?

+

Forest Governance Regimes




Three recurrent types of property regimes within which
forests can be held:



Private ownership



State control



Community management

How are these regimes implemented at international and
national levels? Does their implementation prove to lead
to a sustainable forest governance regime?

+

A fragmented international regime


A global forest governance regime has been under
discussion over the last two decades. However there was no
consensus on the adoption of a legally binding-instrument
regulating forest conservation at the international level.



Instead, a fragmented regime exists, made of isolated
initiatives under other international conventions, such as:



Land Use and Land Use Change and Forestry (LULUCF)



Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest
Degradation in Developing Countries (REDD+)

+

Land Use Land Use Change and
Forestry(LULUCF)


The Clean Development Mechanism is one mechanism
allowing the implementation of LULUCF



Industrialized countries with an emission-reduction or
emission-limitation under the Kyoto Protocol can invest in
afforestation and reforestation projects in developing countries
(see case study n°1)



CDM creates a carbon market for forestry and other products
tradable across borders

+

REDD +


Reducing emissions from deforestation and forest
degradation aims at mitigating climate change while
preventing deforestation



REDD+ encourages governments and industries to
improve their management of forests through market
mechanisms, effectively giving States economic
incentives to use their forests more sustainably (see case
study n°2)

+

Case study 1: Forest market
mechanism in Uganda


The State of Uganda owns all of the land in theory



In practice land ownership is private in the form of leases or
licenses



Only citizens of Uganda are entitled to hold freehold tenure



Non-citizens can obtain a lease of up to 99 years



Forest market through the Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM)

+

Forest market mechanism in
Uganda cont’d


It would seem that the current private ownership model
espoused in LULUCF does not deliver long-term benefits to
Ugandan indigenous population



Evidence suggest that the private sector is favoured to the
detriment of community groups hoping to gain land title



Several government officials and the former vice-president
received large concessions of land intended for use in LULUCF
A/R projects



This occurred despite there being a formal bidding process



Consequences: homelessness and poverty of indigenous
peoples may result from eviction from the land

+

Case study 2: REDD+ and weak
State control in Indonesia


The highest rate of deforestation in the world



More greenhouse gases from land use change and
agriculture than any other country



Decision to implement REDD+ made in May 2010



System of state owned forests



Local elites to capture benefits from the forests regardless of
land-use plans

+

REDD+ and weak State control in
Indonesia cont’d


Corruption is a major problem to the implementation of
REDD+



Study found that REDD+ alone could not compete with oil
palm agriculture as an economically attractive land use
option



REDD+ does not consider and guarantee the cultural and
social value of forests to indigenous and local communities



REDD+ could jeopardize indigenous livelihoods and cultures
as it encourages governments to privilege “global and
national control of forests over control at the local level”

+

Case study 3: Community
governance in Mexico


Between 70 and 80% of Mexican forest is under community
ownership and management



The system can be qualified as a “joint management system”
between the communities and the State



Communities have created Community Forest Enterprises
(CFEs)



Many CFEs have been successful in developing sustainable
management, combining traditional knowledge and
community resources with government support and
monitoring, as well as international support and incentives

+

Community governance in Mexico
cont’d


A community’s perceived responsibilities towards the forest
often make the difference in successfully managed
community forests



Communities must build up the managerial skills needed for
efficient forest management



Regulations prescribed by the government must take into
consideration the communities’ practices and needs



The government has a role to play in building the capacities
of forest-based communities to manage their natural
resources

+

Conclusions


Structural problems exist in each case study



It is impossible to determine which of the regime options is
best, as this is dependent on many local and specific factors



A combination of regulatory tools and ownership regimes is
essential, with “flexibility” and “cooperation” being
keywords for regime functionality
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